SoundLens
Synergy
An invisible, custom
wireless solution

Made for an
invisible fit.
We’re proud to introduce
SoundLens® Synergy,® the most
advanced technology available
in our most popular invisible
hearing solution.
Now the world’s smallest, most
comfortable hearing aids allow for
hands-free connectivity and media
streaming from your phone to your
hearing aids.
Small, discreet and powerful.
These tiny hearing aids are loaded with
advanced features. While maintaining
the power of Starkey Sound, our
wireless solutions give you the ability
to stream TV, music and much more.

Starkey Sound™ has cutting
edge technology that delivers
true listening enjoyment.

Made for life.
It’s been proven that hearing
health is directly connected to
overall health and well-being.
When you’re able to hear and engage with
the world around you, you live a better
and healthier life.
Our pursuit to help people hear better
and live better has led to our biggest
breakthrough to date.
SoundLens Synergy, Starkey’s most
advanced technology, offers supreme
sound quality, premium features, enhanced
listening experiences and a customized fit
unique to your hearing needs.

SoundLens Synergy has it
all with invisible, custom
wireless solutions.

Made to deliver

the very best.

Made for an
invisible fit.
SoundLens Synergy rests comfortably in
the second bend of your ear canal where
it’s virtually undetectable to others.

A world of wireless
connectivity.
Receive a direct connection between
your phone, or any other Bluetooth®
device, and your hearing aids. Stream TV,
music and more with accessories like
SurfLink® Mobile 2, SurfLink Media 2
and SurfLink Remote.

Custom fit
for comfort.
As leaders in custom hearing aids,
Starkey’s SoundLens Synergy are
the first and most popular custom-fit
Invisible-In-the-Canal (IIC) hearing aids
ever made. They’re custom fit to your
unique ear canal for all day comfort,
and rest deep inside your ear where
no one can see them.

Made for

convenient
connectivity.
With more and more wireless products,
making connections between devices
can be challenging. To navigate listening
environments with high wireless traffic,
our 900sync™ Technology provides a
powerful solution. It delivers high bitrate streaming, allowing for ear-to-ear
phone streaming and wireless capabilities.

Our Starkey wireless hearing aids
wouldn’t be complete without our
popular SurfLink accessories.
Our compact cell phone
transmitter, SurfLink
Mobile 2, is an assistive
listening device, media
streamer and hearing aid
remote all rolled into one.

SurfLink Media 2 is a setand-forget media streaming
solution that connects to
TVs, MP3 players and more,
to wirelessly stream audio
directly to your hearing aids.

Our SurfLink Remote can
be used to adjust volume,
change memory modes,
go in and out of streaming
mode and much more —
all with the push of a button.

Our discreet, lightweight
SurfLink Remote
Microphone is worn by a
conversation partner to
aid patients in one-on-one
conversations in difficult
listening environments.

Made to

perform.
You want

SoundLens Synergy delivers

An invisible and custom fit

SoundLens Synergy hearing aids fit deep inside
your ear canal and are personally customized
to you for all-day comfort.

To easily adapt to
new sounds

Better wireless
streaming

A comfortable, personalized
listening experience

No buzzing or whistling

Music the way it was
meant to be heard

Customizable tinnitus relief

Starkey’s new feature speeds your transition
to hearing aids by gradually adjusting settings to
allow your brain to get used to new sounds.
Technology that provides consistent wireless
performance while streaming TV, music and
other media with SurfLink Mobile 2 and
other SurfLink accessories.
Sound comfort technology designed to provide
distortion-free listening comfort for loud sounds
while ensuring ultimate clarity for soft sounds.

Starkey’s best-in-class feedback cancellation
system providing feedback-free, comfortable
listening all-day long.

SoundLens Synergy is designed to allow
you to experience music in a whole new way.
Now you can hear every note the way the artist
intended – with pure, refined sound quality.
Advanced Multiflex Tinnitus Technology
integrated into SoundLens Synergy to bring
relief to those who suffer from ringing in the ears.
Features may vary by technology level.

Made for

Listening environments

everywhere
you are.

Technology levels
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SoundLens Synergy
hearing aids enable
people to hear better in
difficult environments
and live a better life.
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You want to hear all the
subtleties of life: the
inflection in the voice of
a spouse or the nuances
in the notes of a favorite
song. Whether it’s oneon-one or in the most
crowded places, you’ll
hear the world around you.

HOME

Made for

your style.
Styles and colors
What is your
hearing
lifestyle?

Our lineup of products
enhances many different
listening environments.
What you need depends
on your lifestyle and how
active you are.

Compare the listening
environments on the
chart inside.

When it comes to wanting the world’s
smallest, most comfortable hearing aids,
you can count on SoundLens® Synergy® –
available in a variety of skin-tone colors.
Consult your hearing care professional
and start experiencing SoundLens
Synergy’s invisible design for yourself.

Faceplate color guide

Black

Pink

Medium
Brown

Dark
Brown

Light
Brown

Proud supporter of

For every Starkey hearing aid purchased, we help
someone in need. Starkey Hearing Foundation
has provided more than 1 million hearing aids
to people in need worldwide and is committed
to providing 1 million more this decade.

www.Starkey.com
6700 Washington Ave. S.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
1.800.328.8602

Individual results may vary. Invisibility may vary based on your ear’s anatomy.
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